The transition to psychosis: risk factors and brain changes
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INTRODUCTION

The term psychotic disorder refers to a collection of illnesses that have reality distortion at their centre. Their underlying neurobiology is not well understood, and the mechanisms by which the transition from an ‘at-risk’ mental state to a clinically defined ‘case’ occurs less so (Yung et al., 1996). This transitional period has a broad range of possible diagnostic and prognostic categories that include but are not limited to the more traditionally studied groups of disorders such as schizophrenia, schizoaffective and bipolar disorders. Difficulties in researching and intervening at such an early stage of illness include problems in defining “caseness” for a single psychiatric disorder at first onset, the often confusing array of co-morbidity, the instability of diagnoses, the tendency for syndromes to change over time in a proportion of cases and the difficulty to distinguish symptoms from the normal range of experiences. Nonetheless, a better understanding of the neurobiology of the transition period, with the ensuing targets for new treatments (which would not necessarily be anti-schizophrenic), will help to find discriminating variables that predict progression towards more serious diseases.

It is now possible to identify individuals prior to developing a psychotic disorder. For example, using a close in strategy (Bell, 1992) of combining trait (such as family history) and state risk factors (such as current mental state and deterioration in functioning) and/or subthreshold or brief transient psychotic symptoms, our group recruited a cohort of young people thought to be at imminent risk of onset of first episode of psychosis. At one year follow up 35-40% of these individuals had developed frank psychotic disorder, with over half meeting criteria for schizophrenia (Yung et al., 2003). The ultra high risk (UHR) individuals who subsequently developed a psychotic disorder could therefore be considered to have been incipiently psychotic or prodromal at intake. Investigations of factors that make transition to psychosis more or less likely are continuing in this population. The ability to identify subjects prior to the onset of psychosis enables the examination of a range of variables, including neurocognitive and other putative markers over time (e.g., structural), around the peri-onset phase and prior to the introduction of neuroleptics.

COGNITIVE PREDICTORS OF PSYCHOSIS

Neuropsychological deficits have been consistently identified at the onset of psychosis (Nopoulos et al., 1994; Saykin et al., 1994; Bilder et al., 2000). Longitudinal studies of first-episode patients also suggest
that these deficits do not change over time (Rund, 1998; Hoff et al., 1999), implying that neuropsychological deficits are trait related and unlikely to be explained by the effects of medication. However, to date there have been only a few studies that, prior to onset, have examined cognitive measures in patients at risk for the development of psychosis. These studies include the Edinburgh High Risk (EHR, Byrne et al., 1999), the New York High Risk (NYHR, Cornblatt & Keilp, 1994; Erlenmeyer-Kimling et al., 2000), and the Dunedin Multidisciplinary Health and Development (DMHD, Cannon et al., 2002) studies. In the recent reports by the Edinburgh group, slightly lower levels of global cognitive function were identified in a high-risk cohort when compared to a group of matched controls (Byrne et al., 1999). However, none of the subjects had become acutely psychotic at the time of publication; this highlights one of the problems of research in high-risk populations, namely, that it remains unclear to what extent neuropsychological deficits identified premorbidly are predictive of the later onset of schizophrenia.

The NYHR has explored this problem by following up a cohort of children into adulthood. The results demonstrated that childhood deficits in attention and short-term memory, measured at around nine years of age, distinguished those who developed a schizophrenia-related psychosis more than 20 years later (Erlenmeyer-Kimling et al., 2000). The DMHD study also identified reduced intelligence and receptive language skills in children between the ages of three and nine who later fulfilled criteria for schizophreniform disorder at age 26 years (Cannon et al., 2002). While these studies provide evidence that early neuropsychological deficits may be markers of impending psychotic illness later in life, it is unclear what the specificity of such deficits is for schizophrenia per se. Moreover, their predictive power at this phase of illness is likely to be very weak.

These studies were limited by reliance on genetic vulnerability (in the case of the New York and Edinburgh studies), and the long follow-up period of 25-30 years, with high attrition rates and low transition to psychosis (6-15%). More recently, using the ultra high-risk strategy outlined above, we have published reports of the impaired olfactory identification (Brewer et al., 2003) and poor working memory (Wood et al., 2003b) of our high risk population, and their problems with rapid processing of incoming information and its efficient organisation for accurate recall (Brewer et al., in press). Taken together, our findings specifically implicate deficits in prefrontal cortical function prior to transition to psychosis, a conclusion supported by our structural imaging data (Pantelis et al., 2003a).

**IMAGING PREDICTORS OF PSYCHOSIS**

Few brain imaging studies of at-risk patients exist, and neither the early CT studies, nor the MRI studies, have reported the proportion of genetic high-risk subjects who later developed a psychotic illness. It has been shown that such subjects have smaller volumes of the left amygdala-hippocampal complex and thalamic nuclei than controls (Lawrie et al., 2001; Keshavan et al., 2002), but we have found that smaller hippocampal volumes are not predictive of later psychosis onset (Phillips et al., 2002). Instead, a survival analysis indicated that it was those subjects with a normal volume who were more likely to become ill. More recent work from our group (Garner et al., unpublished) has shown that an enlarged pituitary volume (presumably due to activation of the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis) is also predictive of the development of psychosis, and moreover the larger it is, the sooner the transition. In addition, it has been reported in the EHR study that brain activity changes in the parietal lobe may represent early features of the development of psychosis (Whalley et al., 2004). In contrast, morphological measures of other brain regions such as the anterior cingulate (Yücel et al., 2003), and spectroscopic measures from frontal and temporal lobes (Wood et al., 2003a), have failed to demonstrate predictive value. This is despite evidence of the involvement of the anterior cingulate in schizophrenia (Yücel et al., 2002) and spectroscopic changes in relatives of patients with the disorder (Callicott et al., 1998).

While there are even fewer longitudinal imaging studies of high-risk patients, two are noteworthy. In the first, from the EHR study, at-risk subjects as a group did not show greater regional brain volume changes than healthy controls over a 2 year follow-up period, though at-risk subjects with psychotic symptoms showed greater temporal lobe changes than those without (Miller et al., 2002). In the second study, conducted by us (Pantelis et al., 2003a), 75 UHR subjects had a baseline scan of whom 23 developed psychosis and 52 did not. Those who later became psychotic had less grey matter in the right medial temporal, lateral temporal and inferior frontal cortex and in the cingulate cortex bilaterally. Ten subjects who developed psychosis in the follow-up period were rescanned along with 11 who did not. Consistent with the EHR study, grey matter volume reductions in the orbitofrontal and parahippocampal cortices were more pronounced in those who became psychotic suggesting that an active disease process may be taking place in the brain.
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Psychotic disorders such as schizophrenia have a putative neurodevelopmental origin (Murray & Lewis, 1987; Weinberger, 1987), in which subtle differences, which represent an example of this aberrant development, can be found prior to the onset of the disorder. Onset of psychosis typically occurs during adolescence or young adulthood during a period of important brain development (Luna & Sweeney, 2001). Concurrent with this brain maturation is the emergence of increasingly elaborate cognitive abilities and executive function (Spear, 2000; Andersen, 2003). The prefrontal cortex, with the participation of other brain regions in widely distributed circuits, subserves many aspects of higher-order cognitive function in which there is robust developmental change during adolescence. In schizophrenia and related disorders, a wide range of behavioural and functional imaging studies document impairment in these higher-order cognitive processes (Weinberger et al., 1986; Park & Holzman, 1992).

We have proposed (Pantelis et al., 2003b) that brain plasticity and the normal maturational trajectory of various functions define the nature and extent of their impairment over the course of the disorder. In particular, we proposed that functions which normally come ‘on line’ early in life (i.e. during infancy) such as sensory, motor and basic memory functions, when the brain is more adaptable, show fewer deficits at illness onset than functions normally coming on in adolescence such as attention, working memory and executive functions (Pantelis et al., 2001; Wood & Pantelis, 2001; Pantelis et al., 2003b). These findings also point to a failure of the normal development of the prefrontal cortex as a specific risk factor for the development of psychosis. Support for this model comes from our own (and others) work on the normal development of executive function (McKay et al., 1994; Rebek et al., 1997; Manly et al., 2001; De Luca et al., 2003) and is consistent with the available evidence in schizophrenia (Pantelis et al., 1997; Hutton et al., 1998), and also in young people at ultra high-risk for psychosis prior to the onset of illness (Wood et al., 2003b).

What remains unclear from these studies is the way in which the development of prefrontal cortical function might interact with the onset of psychotic behaviour. However, to date there have been no functional imaging studies of this population, limiting our understanding of the brain circuitry that is presumed to be dysfunctional. Given current theorizing regarding the aetiological significance of abnormal maturation of prefrontal cortical networks during late adolescence in the transition to psychosis, it is also important to understand dysfunction in a developmental context. Specifically, multivariate analyses of fMRI data, in conjunction with DTI as a cross-correlation between structural and functional maturation of network connections, has the potential to provide a novel understanding of the role of these circuits in the onset of psychotic illnesses.
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